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Creative lifeworld in Geriana Kauh Village
Intertwining of culture and nature
during the pandemics in Bali
LG. Saraswati Putri
ABSTRACT

This research is an attempt to delve into understanding the process of creative
imagination of the sacred which is revealed in the intertwining of culture and
relationship between the individual, the social and ecology, as well as the
transformation of individual consciousness into a collective awareness sharing
a communal reality. This qualitative research is developed by incorporating
of Geriana Kauh, as the villagers resort to their cultural resources to deal with the
cultural and the natural worlds.
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INTRODUCTION
offerings made to the spirit world. The act of offering is part of the Hindu
belief system to demonstrate devotion, love, or bhakti
sesajen
cultural perspective in relation to the natural world. The research focuses on
the inextricable relationship between people and nature, expressed through
the observances and performances of ancient customs, dance, and music in
the hope of using them to translate into traditional wellness.

red, yellow, green, white, and blue. For instance, the colours and contents
of the canang sari, the daily offerings made on a coconut frond adorned with
Brahma, Wisnu, and Siwa, who govern the cycle of life.
belief and how they represent it using natural objects is an interesting topic.
In this study, phenomenology is the tool which enables us to detect the dual
combination of abstraction and manifestation as an artistic lifeworld
.
lifeworld
a methodological quest to discover what lived experience means to the
lifeworld focuses on
an objective world.
The foundation of phenomenology is the view that every stream of
mountains, oceans, and other natural phenomena as a complex engagement
which allows people to associate and create their sense of being.
This article will delve into the dynamic space of the sacred and the profane
Each theory enables us to venture into the possibilities and intricacies of the
lifeworld
world, Merleau-Ponty proposes a return to the actual experiences of the
body as it moves in the world. Merleau-Ponty postulates that perception is
not restricted to empirical facts but, that to perceive the world, means that
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adamant about the independent property of objects. This view means that
nature is not constructed by human minds. Instead, nature has its own
interiority or, in other words, “quality is not an element of consciousness, but
the distinct quality of nature as something inherent in itself, rather than
something contrived or owned by people.
Analysing nature from a non-anthropocentric standpoint is essential to
reveal what it truly means in terms of sculpting our sense of existing in this
is accessible solely through their unique rationality. On the contrary, our
minds are shaped by nature. “[…] a communication with the world is more
consider that the impact of our natural world is beyond a utilitarian idea, it

so intimate it preceded our system of language and logic.
In the same way, Merleau-Ponty claims that, in the intimate relationship
between a person and nature, there is also a medium which helps to create this
unique experience. Mircea Eliade labels this medium hierophany. He argues
that there is a tendency for a religious person always to live near the divinity.
say about the idea of hierophany:
Man becomes aware of the sacred because it manifests itself, shows itself, as
something wholly different from the profane. To designate the act of manifestatum
of the sacred, we have proposed the term hierophany

hierophany, we can investigate the stages the
holy. Hierophany

hieros

phainein

community constructs spaces. Rituals are crucial to signifying the transition
canang sari as a form of an offering and
indispensible in creating a bridge to the realm of the holy.
worshipped precisely because they are hierophanies, because they show something
the sacred, any object becomes something else, yet it continues to remain itself,
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of their belief in auspicious dates on which the human world and that of the

and, by enacting rituals, they believe that people as mortals can indeed
transcend and open a hidden space enabling them to converse with the holy.
their fundamental hierophany setting. They also believe that, in performing
rituals, the corporeal body of a medium can transform itself into a vessel for
kerawuhan
the ordinary corpereal bodies are believed to transform themselves and, by
so doing, are capable of amassing extraordinary strength.
At this point we turn to examining the idea of magic through Federico

explanation because the experience is subjective, but also the experience places
Sekala and Niskala:
Sekala is the Realm of the Seen, whereas Niskala is the Unseen.
ineffability:
from a state of utter ineffability and language, existence and essence, life and death
existence over

acts of constructing pluralistic worlds can be accomplished through artistic
expressions which transgress the strict categories of formal language or rigid
Barong
and Rangda dances is deeply religious. Dancing is an act of mirroring the

and interpreting the Barong and Rangda

Barong and
Rangda is traditionally understood as a battle between the mythical creature,
Barong
Rangda. The dance is an
total energy which moves the universe, or jagat.
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Barong
relation to Rangda
Barong, equally with Rangda
opposed to the heavenly. Civa himself, as well shall soon see, plays an active part
Devi Cri, Goddess of Fertility, is also Durga,

in dancing since childhood. Their dancing is profoundly inspired by nature,
as it strives to mimic animals, to embody the wisdom of trees, to worship the
process of life. Therefore, to dance is to marvel at the ineffability of nature
and surrender to the irrationality of life itself.
religious lifeworld.

dancing is an experience in between the sacred and the mundane. Space is
lifeworld.
Now, by examining everyday life during the pandemics in Geriana
Kauh, I investigate what the creative lifeworld
does phenomenology as a method pierce this issue in order to understand a
more philosophical approach to the intertwining of the cultural and natural

GERIANA KAUH AND THE PANDEMICS
Kauh,

village is nestled among bamboo clumps at the foot of Mount Agung. Only
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1

Figure 1. Map of Geriana Kauh in the southern foothills of Mount Agung.1

recent interview data were collected in March 2021, several days before and
after Silent Day (Nyepi
It was pivotal to documenting how rituals were being conducted in the midst

Figure 2. Sang Hyang dancers are believed to be the medium through whom the
goddesses repel misfortunes, such as plagues, diseases, and social disputes.

1
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it has caused an abrupt halt to tourism. Hotels, restaurants, and tourist sites
economy relies heavily on tourism and the pandemic has seriously disrupted
have maintained their ancestral land manage to farm it to meet their bare
necessities.

as the village leader for years. The people of Geriana Kauh elected this young
leader as part of their efforts to rejuvenate the village management and its
in 2021 alone. To name some, they have suffered ecological problems caused
by unsustainable farming methods, experienced social frictions, survived a
natural disaster in the eruption of Mount Agung, not to mention that they
have also been heavily hit by the pandemic.

are farmers. Nevertheless, she does not feel it is the pandemic which has
forced her to leave the city. Instead, she also sees it as an opportunity to

far more lucrative than, for instance, farming. The most obvious reason is
economic dependence on tourism.

importance and beauty of farming. Farming is not a popular profession in
farming teaches her the art of patience and the happiness of living a simple
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are distorting the continuous cosmology of technic and magic.
something negative which hinders their daily activities, the community in
are not pointing outwards, rather they have turned inwards. In one sense, this
is what has given them their ability to cope with the misfortune which has
befallen them. On the other, it is their way of overcoming this pandemic by

reality-system to grasp with the uncertainties caused by the pandemic.
tends to show itself in the way the people face calamities as a community.
and certainly Geriana Kauh did not escape, experienced another disaster.
Only two to three years after the volcanic eruption, there was a massacre

the wounds and grief caused by previous disaster were not fully healed.

RICE CULTURE
Strangely enough, amidst this seemingly never-ending series of disasters,
hope was cultivated and preserved through rites. The people in Geriana Kauh
believe that their strength in overcoming the disasters can be attributed to
the rituals which were performed in the middle of these calamities. In short,
out is that, even though Mount Agung erupted and wrought destruction on
located at the foot of the mountain, is still standing today.

homo religiosus
fully, we have to understand how the people of Geriana Kauh (as homo
religiosus
perform as a part of their life. They have lived their lives in the rhythym of the
cycle of rice-planting. This fact raises the question of what happens when their
As just intimated, in Geriana Kauh this is not hypothetical question, a series
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in Geriana Kauh, needed to harvest their crops not once but twice a year with
revolusi hijau
It is obvious that this green revolution distrupted the life-cycle of Geriana
Kauh, especially in regard to their rites, and deprived the community of its
spiritual continuity. To put the problem into context, the direct result of this
nationwide farming policy, which involved the immediate change of the
harvesting of rice to twice a year, inevitably involved a distruption in the rites
of the village, the Sanghyang Dedari dance disappeared and was considered
their mode of farming was detrimental to the sequence of rituals (including
Sanghyang Dedari
are performed synchronously with their rice-cycle and their purpose involved
producing healthy crops. More importantly, as time is also closely tied up
with the beginning or time of origins
Geriana Kauh as a community be in continuous search of ways to become
associated with the place in which the gods reside and from where they
created the world. Hence, as Eliade states, cosmogony is the supreme divine
homo religiosus begins again as
the importance and the complexity of time in addition to how it is interwoven
in rites, it is no understatement to say that their way of life made the people
in Geriana Kauh extraordinarily resilient.
In the middle of the pandemic, feelings of uncertainty and chaos
unpredictability of the future. However, in Geriana Kauh, as magic and technic
to be confronted with anguish. This attitude is possibly because the villagers,

relation to the community as a whole through rites and religious practices.
The purpose of the repetition of rites and religious practices is to create a
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states, man symbolically transforms his surroundings into the cosmos through
world” needs to be created in a semblance of the divine (paraphrase, Eliade
village and as a community. Even people who have migrated from the village
continue to long for their interconnectedness with the sacred. This is because,
for them, the village retains its sense of sacredness as a space regardless of
the calamities which might have been visited upon them. This means that the
tradition which has been preserved and cultivated for years has turned the
village into a sacred space.
lontar
his philosophical view of the importance of lontar as written guidance for
He has found that, in various lontar, there are instructions
of plague. Among these are Lontar Sada Gede, Lontar Usada Cukil Daki, Lontar
Widhi Sastra Sang Hyang Swamandala
supplemented with instructions about the way in which the offerings and
rites should be performed. It shows that, as previously mentioned, there is
always an orderliness of things in relation to the cosmogony. However, it is
or logical explanation. The difference is that the wisdom has rooted itself in
tradition and in the repetition of rites. In a nutshell, the villagers have their
contained in the manuscript.
pandemic has forced the villagers to become versatile in their farming methods.
They are re-learning their ancestral wisdom, particularly the art of concocting
usada. Knowledge of usada can be
obtained from various old lontar
Usada Rare, Usada Tiwang, Usada Tuju,
var. rubrum

Zingiber

Subrata explained that he envisioned a future for Geriana Kauh which will lie
in organic farming, enriching the soil by planting diverse local crops, guided
by the local wisdom of the Tri Hita Karana. The Tri Hita Karana are Hindurelationship: between humans (pawongan
God (parahyangan

palemahan
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wisdom.

The next section contains a description of how the people of Geriana Kauh
padi masa. These components can help us imagine how the villagers see the
natural space around them. It also demonstrates the incorporation of their
nature and culture into their own unique creative lifeworld.
AND THE VOICE OF NATURE

Nyepi Day in the time of the pandemic revealed the many-sidedness of nature.
against which people can interact. However, during Nyepi, the only sound is
that of nature. The meaning of Nyepi has always been related to an ecological
Geriana Kauh, Nyepi

choreography, a dance of freedom. For one day, nature is undisturbed by human
Nyepi Day in Karangasem is an invocation of nature, a hopefulness of being
able to reconnect with nature. A couple of days before surrendering themselves
to tapa brata
Nyepi Day, the villagers of Geriana Kauh celebrate
Ngusaba Dodol
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celebrating Ngusaba Dodol, I was received by the young people. All the boys
were smiling, their eyes glistened, and they were bubbling over with happiness
at being able to celebrate Ngusaba Dodol. The year before, Nyepi Day had had
to be celebrated under strict quarantine rules to avoid spreading the virus.
allowed.

Figure 4. The villagers often describe the solitude of Nyepi
feeling of living in bamboo forest.

to produce the traditional liquor called tuak.
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As midday approached, the rain was pouring down heavily and we sat in
a large circle in one of the bale. One of the people handed out glasses of tuak, a
traditional liquor made from the sap of the palm trees grown around the village
tuak slowly, while listening to their stories about
tuak

tuak, arak, and brem are more than just
Arak brem
Arak tabuh

tabuh, which

arak tabuh is used as an
offering intended for the world of the Bhuta Kala or underworld beings. Arak
brem is poured on the ground when begining and ending prayers. In Geriana
Kauh, arak brem is made from padi masa, the local rice variety which is considered
a sacred heritage.
cover their sokan

Ngusaba Dodol ritual.

Sokan
in the village such as salak, bananas, and grapefruit, and some such as apples
sokan, the people place
dodol
its base
.
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discussed the corona virus and how it has changed everything. Although he
expressed concern about economic uncertainties, he remained hopeful that
the gods and goddesses would grant the villagers their protection.

I saw the uneasiness in his eyes, the anxiety, but also a quiet glimmer of faith
tuak,
Nevertheless, the villagers are unceasingly optimistic. I thought about what
has befallen this village and the collective courage shown by the people. They
have survived natural disasters, endured social disruptions and now, with the
pandemic, they are facing yet another formidably challenged future.
On the morning after Nyepi
New Year. A sudden mist enveloped the village as I made my way to the Sang

temples in Geriana Kauh.

I contemplated the connection between maintaining creative imagination and
conserving resilience to overcome hardship. For not only were the villagers
supplicating the mysterious, magical worlds for guidance when they perform
their rituals. The act of creating worlds is a reciprocal commitment between
individuals to safeguard and care for each other.
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THE LIFE OF THE SEED
In Geriana Kauh, the people do not see agriculture solely as an economic activity.
Farming, most particularly rice-farming, is considered a sacred profession. In
those planted with modern seeds and others planted with the traditional padi
masa seed. Padi Masa is a rice variety which the villagers protect as a legacy
be harvested, I Nengah Artha described the superiority of its grains compared

Figure 8. Farmers during harvesting in Geriana Kauh.

The stems of padi masa are longer and one padi masa plant can generate more
The padi masa
conducting my interview, we enjoyed a traditional treat called dodol. It is made
from padi masa
dodol is not
too dense, comfortably chewy and sweet. In March dodol is essential in every
Geriana Kauh household, since it is incorporated into one of their festivals.
Each family has its own dodol
dodol are rolled into smaller cylinders,but for the ritual of Ngusaba Dodol,
mentioned in previous paragraph, the dodol
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Figure 10. Dodol placed as foundations at the bottom of the offerings.

have been dwindling over the years and there are not enough young people
interested in rice cultivation. Other dangers on which he also elaborated
problems, for a couple of years the crops in Geriana Kauh have been producing
steadily. The people believe this consistency is the result of their devotion to
the goddess, Dewi Sri, whom they honour with prayers and festivals. Padi masa
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is the epicentre of their cultural life. Their lives are intertwined with padi masa.
Their calendar of important dates or rahinan
has been developed in the context of padi masa. Their cultural expressions,
their dance performances, songs, oral traditions, and belief system are all
bound up with this precious crop.

keladi/taro, et cetera.

In the interview, I Nengah Artha stressed ,“Jangan sampai punah” (Do not

Green Revolution, they almost lost the seed of padi masa. The land was barren
regenerate their soil, gradually restoring sustainable farming and replanting
padi masa

unit, ruled by a council of villagers with voting power, equal rights for all, and
ownership of land restricted by village regulations. The lands are communally
cultivated to maintain the village festivals, and even the ground on which the houses
stand is village property that can be reclaimed if the tenant abuses his privileges.
Since the land and its products belong to the ancestral gods, the idea of absolute
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The life of the padi masa seed
Ngusaba emping
Time of ritual: Third full moon (around September)

1

Ngusaba emping is the ritual of the sharing out the padi masa seeds to the farmers by the village
chief (jero bendesa
Ngusaba emping procession begins with prayers at the Pura Pusah temple,
Ngusaba goreng

2

padi masa (see

Ngusaba goreng
sanganan
been fried, they are arranged in artistic displays.
Mecaru or Mesegeh
Time of ritual: around January

3

This ritual is centred on the Pura Dalam temple in Geriana Kauh. The purpose of the Mecaru or
Mesegeh
them from unpredictable disasters.
Ngoncang or Ngelawang
Time of ritual: around February

4

The Ngoncang ritual is carried out by holding prayers and traditional dances, in a neighbouring
village. Geriana Kauh residents will process from their village to the neighbouring village where
they will stage their performance. The purpose of the Ngoncang
Nyungsung
Time of ritual: around March
The Nyungsung ceremony is performed in praise of the goddess of fertility, Dewi Sri. This
ceremony is observed in the Pura Pusah
is called the Penantenan
Pemelayatan.
Ngusaba dalam / Ngusaba dodol
Time of ritual: around March
The Ngusaba dalam or also called Ngusaba dodol ceremony is a festival to express gratitude to the
gods. It is also celebrated close to Nyepi
Ngusaba
dodol ceremony is the sokan which is composed of various fruits from the village: oranges, apples,
dodol,
Sanghyang Dedari
Time of ritual: around March/April
The Sanghyang Dedari dance is a ritual performed to ward off calamities and disaster. The
Sanghyang Dedari is performed by selected girls who have not yet reach puberty. In Geriana
Kauh, the Sanghyang Dedari dance is performed as harvest time approaches to protect the riceMendak ritual
Time of ritual: around November during harvesting

8

The villagers pray in their temple celebrating the signs of the approaching harvest. This ceremony
Earth expressing gratitude for a succesful harvest.

Figure 12. The life-cycle of padi masa.
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Kauh. The seeds are owned collectively and the land is managed as a whole for
the outward and visible sign of the communal sense. They have banjar (customary
sekaa teruna teruni
subak
institutions have been very effective in maintaining social justice.
in Geriana Kauh. Their language does not separate people from nature. The
empirical and metaphysical realms are invariably interconnected. Referring to
Mircea Eliade, in my interpretation, I argue that the idea of the holy is not simply
created, but is a complex search for connection. Sacredness is not a territorial
connection between people and entities in the natural world.
lifeworld in Geriana Kauh through the
social activities surrounding the life-cycle of padi masa

BAMBOO AND WATER

sacred when used in rituals.

world. One of the most important parts of this is their conception of water

the ritual melukat, it is believed that immersing oneself in a sacred spring can
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are closely attached to bamboo, as if their living space, sacred space, and natural
These two examples, water and bamboo, barely encapsulate the complexity
give a hint of their perception of the world and how it shapes their society as
a whole. Now, we delve deeper in order to understand even more about the
the core of the religion called agama tirtha or “the religion of water”. It is holy, in
a sense similar to that to which Eliade refers, because it consecrated to release
it from profaneness and there are various processes needed to accomplish this.
Firstly, it is obtained from the most sacred water sources and is consecrated by
an ordained priest (pedanda
well and stored in a family shrine. Although its sacredness can vary because
level, such as banishing impure thoughts. Secondly, it must be stored in a clean
container and handled with respect. This is the point at which the bamboo
called bungbung comes into its own as a container for the holy water. However,
this does not mean it has
bungbung, a glass jar or even empty coke
bottles can be used in emergency, as long as it has been thoroughly cleaned.
Finally, whenever the holy water has to be transferred, it should be held as high
as possible, usually it is placed in the head and higher than everyone nearby.
It is absolutely essential that the holy water not be disturbed and it must never
more sacred than water downstream. It is as if the divinity or sacredness of the

has to have in the presence of holy water. However, the most important point
in this article is that the whole process requires not just an individual and his/
her relationship with the divine but a community or a collective identity and
its relationship with the natural world around it.
the Sang Hyang Dedari
or trance
seen a metaphor to the the way holy water is always stored above the ground.
Therefore, the meaning is that the divine or the sacred differentiate themselves
by always being on a higher level than people. There is also another ritual called
Sang Hyang Jaran when the dancer mimics the movement of riding a horse, or
jaran
In the Sang Hyang Jaran
transformed into a powerful medium. The Sang Hyang Jaran dancer is a village
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Sang Hyang Jaran dancer. There
have so far been no portents or signs indicating who the next dancer for this
ritual is going to be. Sang Hyang Jaran is a dance of possession. The dancer is
believed to be possessed by the spirit of the mighty horse which protects the
village from disasters and plague.

Figure 14. A Sang Hyang Jaran

MOUNT AGUNG
The sacred Sang Hyang Dedari and Sang Hyang Jaran dances were not performed
in 2021 the dances have been performed observing strict health protocols and
the rituals were closed for outsiders. The people hoped that, by demonstrating
the earnestness of their supplications and pious surrendering to the Divine,
they would be redeemed and the balance in the world (buana
restored. The Sang Hyang Dedari and Sang Hyang Jaran dances were performed
in the most challenging fashion, an existential plea to escape the clutches of
the plague. I have seen this dance being performed under similar frightening
nyegara gunung is used to describe the order
nyegara gunung is that

Mount Agung is a fundamental part of the mythological narrative which
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puséh) of the
Besakih,

Sang Hyang Dedari at night during Ngukup, using

displacing thousands of people, forcing them to leave their homes. Geriana
but chose instead to hold a ceremony called Pemendak

.

382
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the disaster, told me that they believe that Geriana Kauh was spared from the
is more than an inanimate object for the people in Geriana Kauh. They consider
Mount Agung to be Sang Hyang Giri Tohlangkir and they should perfom the
Pemendak
as a form of greeting to the returning deity, Sang Hyang Giri Tohlangkir. This
ceremony encapsulates the complex relationship between the villagers of
Geriana Kauh and Mount Agung. They do not see the eruptions as disasters
which had created a massive trench. As they were worshipped all was quiet
genta, the bell being
rung by the priest. Solemnly and lovingly they prayed to Mount Agung.

CONCLUSION
creativity, honesty, and passion of the villagers in Geriana Kauh. Even though

that the cultural world is never alienated from the natural world. Moreover,
their own particular cultural world.
Reality is not dualistic, meaning that the sacred and ideal are entirely
different to and separated from the mundane. Instead, for the villagers
understand this reality, I have applied a phenomenological approach to
instrument because it enables this research to venture into the collective
consciousness of the people in Geriana Kauh. I have been able to comprehend
the spectacle of artistic expressions performed by the people in Geriana Kauh
as a collective experience in relation to the divine.
Understanding the creative lifeworld experienced by the people living in
focusing on the artistic understanding of the subjective experience to capture
a sense of these worlds through their bodies. The creative mind does not
engage solely with rationality, beyond this, creativity is the way in which
the body of the subject reacts to the contradictory aspects of life. It is a way
which enables the body to cope with temporality, not negate it but to regard
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hierophany, I gained an important insight
into how the people of Geriana Kauh perceive their physical and metaphysical
worlds. The sacred is not created intrinsically solely from the natural object
itself, instead the manifestation of the sacred is created by revealing the hidden
connection between entities in nature. I have delved into the connection
between the individual, the society and the environment by envisaging the
seed of padi masa as the centre of the nexus.
I want to highlight the core idea of magic as a reality. I have grasped for
the limitations of our articulation in conveying our deepest fascination with,
love of, and sense of wonder at the holy. Ineffability in this context is a part of
the everlasting continuum of the cosmogony of magic. Niskala, or the invisible
have pondered on how the villagers dwell between the realms of technic and
magic, traversing intuitively, without being bothered by the burden of logical
incompatibility. For them, the shifting reality from sekala and niskala, resembles
a pendulum which is constantly moving, swinging lightly.
However, I have learned from the villagers, from their strength and resilience
the pandemic as a complex way by which nature highlights imbalance and
just communal creativity carried out by collective intelligence, I have also
witnessed love and caring between them. They depend on their rituals to
display their devotion to the gods, but these rituals (Ngusaba goreng, Ngusaba
dodol, Sang Hyang Dedari, and Sang Hyang Jaran
the power of their community. They believe they can solve problems and face
and now they are enduring the capriciousness of the pandemic together. I
have concluded that the essence of their success as as survivors lies in their
faith to imagine their lifeworld creatively, directed towards the salvation for
all (jagadhita
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